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TOWN HOUSE CATERS FOR ALL TASTES AND TIPPLES THIS CHRISTMAS 

 
 

(Hong Kong – October 2017) – Leading lifestyle emporium and wholesaler, Town 
House caters for all tastes and tipples this Christmas as it presents its gift guide 

curated for the food and beverage connoisseur. Whether it be wine, whisky or 
something softer; Town House wraps up a selection of glassware, decanters and 
complementary accessories for this gift-giving season as well as show stopping table 

ware that any foodie would love to feast with.  
 

For the wine lover, Riedel 
introduces a selection of 
stunning new glassware 

collections for sophisticated 
wine lover. Inspired by the 

skillful handmade glass 
making techniques of ancient 
Venice, the Austrian glassware 

family, Riedel presents the 
new collection Fatto a Mano, 

which means ‘handmade’ in 
Italian. The gift set of six wine 
glasses (HK$3,950) is 

available in six shapes and six 
colours (white, black, yellow, 

red, green and blue), so you 
can mix and match according to your wine and style preference. Alternatively, the 
Twisted glasses of black and white colour rods wrapped against each other is available 

in 12 shapes for different grape varietals including Cabernet, Old World Pinot Noir, Old 
World Syrah, Oaked Chardonnay, Riesling and Champagne wine glass.  

 
Injecting yet more colour into the wine experience is the 
limited Ayam Magnum Decanter (HK$5,980) with only 

500 pieces available in the world, and only 19 pieces 
available to purchase in Hong Kong. Available in festive 

red or classic black, the new magnum decanter has the 
double-decanting function which would allow you enjoy 

an opened-up bottle quicker and tastier.  
 

 
 
Riedel continues the art of decanting with an 

affordable, vintage series that is named after 
historic wine producing regions in France. Perfect 

for vintage bottles and champagne, the Macon, 
Marne and Margaux each retail at HK$1,195 and 



 
take inspiration from the traditional whisky and cognac bottles of old.  

 
Next up Nude, a global design brand from Istanbul, which is part of the Paşabaçhe 

company - the third largest glassmaker in the world, provides a fashion-forward 
approach to barware. Its slender wine and water Red or White decanter (HK$995) and 

carafe (HK$895); award-winning Malt whisky decanter (HK$730) and set of 2 whisky 
glasses (HK$300); and Glacier Champagne cooler (HK790) exude effortless style and 
panache. Nude sets itself apart by combining its signature high quality crystal glass 

with natural materials such as wood and marble that provide timeless appeal.   
 

 
 

 

Nude Red or White 
Water Carafe 

HK$895 
 

Nude Red or White  
Wine Decanter 

HK$995 

 

  
 

Malt Whisky Decanter  
HK$ 730 

Malt Whisky Glass Set of 
2 glasses 

HK$300 

Glacier Champagne 
cooler 

HK$790 
 

 
 
 

For the bold, choose Nachtmann’s Next Gen Punk 
series that was developed in conjunction with the 

world-famous art and design college, Central Saint 
Martins, London. The Whisky set of decanter and 
two glasses ($1,260) rocks it!  



 
 

  
 

 
Bohemia decks the festive bar with its Safari Ruby Whisky 

Set and Safari Gold Whisky Set, both retailing at HK$1,880 
for decanter and six glasses, with so much joy that it is 
bound to make the recipient of this stunning gift set smile.  

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
For those that like a dram on-the-go then Alessi’s Shot (HK$670) hip 
flask in stainless steel is the perfect stocking filler.  

 
 

 
 
 

Finally, no bar is complete without a quintessential globe and 
Carrs Silver Plated Globe (HK$58,000) is certainly a talking point 

that guests cannot resist. This iconic piece is only available at 
Harrods in London and Town House in Hong Kong. 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 Now it’s time for tea, as Maxwell & Williams 
stirs up vividly illustrated florals with subtle 

metallic trims to create a modern chintz design to 
its Cashmere Bloems tea ware collection. Teapots, 
mugs, cup and saucers, cake plates and cutlery are 

all available for the loved one that likes a good 
brew. If you want to make it personal then choose 

Maxwell & Williams Mindfulness Messages range, 
as it includes a set of paints and alphabet stickers 
so you can convey your own bespoke season’s 

greeting. 
 

 
 
 



 
 

 
 

For the foodie, Maxwell & Williams also introduces its 16 piece 
Elemental Cutlery set (starting from HK$620). Made from 

stainless steel, the range is available in on-trend metallic tones 
of pewter, gold and bronze. For the entertainer the Swank 
dining collection in white or black with hand-painted gold trim is 

exquisitely gift wrapped, ready to be placed under the tree.  
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High-res images can be downloaded at: 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/9pc8yo076h189fu/AACcE3llpmFex_m_B2vEJ54Pa?dl=0 

 
 

Town House Landmark Prince’s  

Shop 210-211, Landmark Prince’s, 10 Chater Road, Central, Hong Kong  
Tel: 2845 0633  

 
Town House K11  
Shop 304, 3/F, K11, 18 Hanoi Road, Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong  

Tel: 2375 0002 
 

SOGO, Town House  
Shop 10A, Household Department 10/F, 555 Hennessy Road, Causeway Bay, Hong 
Kong  

Tel: 2833 2426 
 

Wing On Sheung Wan, Town House  
Household Department B/F, Wing On Centre, 211 Des Voeux Road Central, Sheung 

Wan, Hong Kong  
 
Wing On Yau Ma Tei, Town House Counter 

Tableware Department 5/F, Wing On Kowloon Centre, 345 Nathan Road, Kowloon, 
Hong Kong 

 
Alessi Landmark Prince’s  
Shop 247, Landmark Prince’s, 10 Chater Road, Central, Hong Kong  

Tel: 2869 6377 

  
Alessi Causeway Bay 

Shop 10A, Household Department 10/F, 555 Hennessy Road, Causeway Bay, Hong 
Kong  

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/9pc8yo076h189fu/AACcE3llpmFex_m_B2vEJ54Pa?dl=0


 
Tel: 2833 2426 

 
For media enquiries, please contact: 

PRIME 
Anne Wu or Vivian Yip 

Tel: +852 2973 0171 / +852 2973 0089 
Email: anne@pr-ime-asia.com / vivian@pr-ime-asia.com 
  

 
Town House  

Otis Kung – Marketing Manager 
Tel: +852 2375 0005 ext 152 / 9684 3926 
Email: otis@townhouse.com.hk 

 
NOTES TO EDITOR 

 
About Town House  
Town House is a Hong Kong retailer and distributor of branded tableware and home 

accessories, representing numerous leading brands in Hong Kong including Riedel 
Crystal, Nachtmann Crystal, Alessi, Maxwell & Williams, Zanetto Argenti, Carrs Silver 

and many others. The company’s origins are in retail and date back over 50 years. 
Town House is the perfect place to stock up on gifts, on items for the home and for 
corporate events. 
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